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[ Talk between the nephew of President of the Republic of Benin 

and cryptomall ] "cryptomall" has released a video of a talk on 

“the QR Code Payment Project”, a state-operated project in the 

Republic of Benin, which "cryptomall" is comprehensively 

entrusted with system development! 
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1. Talk between cryptomall and a state-operated project in 

the Republic of Benin 

 

 (1) Overview 

 

Friday, November 22, 2019, cryptomall ou, which operates the social contribution-type, 

cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall “cryptomall” has released a video of a talk with 

Ajani Sika Abdel Awar who is the CEO of “Space Wonder” which proceeds a state-operated 

project in the Republic of Benin “the QR Code Payment Project”, and he is also the nephew 

of former President of the Republic of Benin.   

 

 

↓↓Click here for the talk video↓↓ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5L5lDejW5Q 

 

 

 

 (2) About the talk video 

 

In the video, Ajani Sika Abdel Awar, the nephew of the former President of the Republic of 

Benin, and Benjamin, the project manager of “cryptomall '' who is comprehensively 

entrusted with the system development of “the QR Code Payment Project'' of the Republic 

of Benin, are talking about the background and explanation of the project and the future 

schedule. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5L5lDejW5Q
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≪The list of conversation contents≫ 

 

Q1. The speaker's self-introduction 

 

Q2. The country where head office is located 

 

Q3. The background of the alliance 

 

Q4. The QR code payment project 

 

Q5. The advantages of QR code payment 

 

Q6. The schedule of the project 

 

Q7. The project goal 
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2.  About Ajani Sika Abdel Awar 

 

 

 

 

Ajani Sika Abdel Awar, the nephew of former President of the Republic of Benin Yayi Boni, is 

an entrepreneur who aims to be a politician but also manages a trading company, “Space 

Wonder”, as its CEO. 

 

While managing the trading company “Space Wonder”, he also launched the Benin 

state-operated project “QR Code Payment Project” aiming for a world where cryptocurrency 

and QR code payment are commonplace in the country, is working towards the success of 

the project. 

 

The President of the Republic of Benin is a hereditary system, so he is expected to be the 

next president who is the nephew of the former President of the Republic of Benin Yayi Boni, 

and the success of the Benin state-operated project “QR code payment project” will 

definitely be a major step towards for politicians. 
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3. About the QR code payment project 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Overview 

 

Republic of Benin state-operated project "QR Code Payment Project" is a project to spread 

QR code payment using cryptocurrencies in the Republic of Benin to realize convenient and 

secure payment. 

 

 

↓↓Click here for the detailed articles of the project↓↓ 

https://www.dreamnews.jp/press/0000192823/ 

 

 

 

(2) The background of "QR Code Payment Project" 

 

The Republic of Benin has a large population of people without a bank account, and the 

ownership rate of mobile money services or financial institution accounts is 38% which is 

less than half of the population. 

 

https://www.dreamnews.jp/press/0000192823/
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Source: The African Society of Japan "Benin Monthly Report (December, 2018)" 

http://www.africasociety.or.jp/index.php/archives/category/infomation/page/3 

 

 

On the other hand, smartphone penetration is high, and there are more people with 

smartphones than bank accounts. This is a trend not only in the Republic of Benin but also 

across the African continent, and Africa is said to be the second largest mobile continent in 

the world. 

 

Source: JTB Tourism Research & Consulting Co. (May 15, 2017) 

https://www.tourism.jp/tourism-database/figures/2017/05/second-rank-mobile-continent/ 

 

 

Therefore, a project is currently underway in the Republic of Benin aiming to spread “QR 

code payment” using cryptocurrencies so that people who do not have a bank account can 

make convenient and secure payments. 

 

 

 

 (3) About cryptomall ou participation to the project  

 

Using the advanced blockchain technology cultivated in the development of "cryptomall," the 

social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall, cryptomall ou is 

comprehensively contracting and developing systems related to the "QR Code Payment 

Project", a state-operated project in the Republic of Benin.  

 

 

↓↓Click here for the detailed articles of the project↓↓ 

https://www.dreamnews.jp/press/0000192823/ 

  

http://www.africasociety.or.jp/index.php/archives/category/infomation/page/3
https://www.tourism.jp/tourism-database/figures/2017/05/second-rank-mobile-continent/
https://www.dreamnews.jp/press/0000192823/
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4. About "cryptomall", the social contribution-type, 

cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall 

 

(1) What is "cryptomall"? 

 

"cryptomall" is a "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall that 

handles over 1 million items. Utilizing the blockchain technology, we are constructing a 

shopping mall platform where fake products cannot be sold and will not be sold at all. 

 

Click here to access "cryptomall", the "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated 

shopping mall. 

https://crypto-mall.org 

 

 

 

(2) What is the mechanism to eradicate “fake products”? 

 

・ #1 transparency 

 

Anyone can view the transaction record by registering the transaction record of the product 

on the blockchain. Unlike a centralized system where there is an administrator, third parties 

who have no interests can view the history, so it is highly transparent and data cannot be 

tampered with. 

 

 

・ #2 Tracking possibility 

 

All transaction records for products on the blockchain are connected. In other words, it is 

obvious that the product was shipped from a manufacturer and arrived at the user via a retail 

store. 

 

 

 

https://crypto-mall.org/
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・ #3 Fiber type microchip 

 

Fiber-type microchips that do not interfere with design are incorporated into products during 

manufacturing. By reading the microchip, you can view the history on the blockchain that 

cannot be tampered with, such as product information, product transaction history, and 

logistics routes. 

 

In this way, by using blockchain technology and microchips, anyone can view the 

transaction history of products that can never be tampered with, and ““fake products” cannot 

be sold and will not be sold at all” Shopping mall platform can be built. 

 

"cryptomall" is a "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall that 

handles over 1 million items. Utilizing the blockchain technology, we are constructing a 

shopping mall platform where fake products cannot be sold and will not be sold at all. 

 

Click here to access "cryptomall", the "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated 

shopping mall. 

 

https://crypto-mall.org 

 

 

  

https://crypto-mall.org/
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Inquiry 

◇ Inquiry form 

https://crypto-mall.org/contact 

 

◇ Inquiry by email: 

support@crypto-mall.org 

 

◇ Operating site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/ 

https://ieo.crypto-mall.org/ 

 

◇ To cryptocurrency issuers and those who can introduce cryptocurrency issuers:  

Please access the following site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance 

 

※ With regard to business alliances, we will make decisions based on careful 

examinations. Please note that there may be cases we decline the alliance depending 

on examination results. 

https://crypto-mall.org/contact
mailto:support@crypto-mall.org
https://crypto-mall.org/
https://ieo.crypto-mall.org/
https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance

